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Introduction
Organisations need to be confident that they are hearing 

all the safety concerns and observations of their 

workforce. 

They also need the assurance they are learning and 

improving.

The RAeS Human Factors Group: Engineering set out to 

find a way to check if organisations are truly listening 

and learning. 

This presentation looks at that work and its applicability 

to looking at the interfaces between organisations.
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What We Could Have Done

We could have designed an audit or survey.  Downsides:

• These tend to look for compliance with pre-conceived practices

• They don’t tend to encourage innovation

• They tend to focus on processes and procedures

Plus they encourage senior executives to rely on others to assess 

their organisation.

We could have concentrated on performance indicators 

and data gathering. Downsides:

• Common, consistent SPIs often very high level

• The quantitative doesn’t address the qualitative well



Being More Human 

Centred

Our approach: 

• 10 performance based 

questions for self-reflection

• Backed by 42 ‘considerations’ 

for guidance



Three Themes

1. Identifying warning signs and

opportunities

2. Analysing those signs and 

suggestions

3. Taking action:

• Learning, 

• Improving and 

• Leadership
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Identifying Warning Signs and 

Opportunities

Q1 How do you know that employees are 

confident to confide their concerns, report 

occurrences, reveal human performance issues 

and suggest improvements

Are your partners confident to confide in you?  Is 

your organisation trusted?  Evidence?

See also Q2…



Identifying Warning Signs and 

Opportunities

Q2 How does your organisation react to ‘bad 

news’?

Do you automatically do ‘special’ audits?

Will a contract extension be less likely?

Do you terminate contracts?

Or do you recognise honesty and trust as 

essential for a long-term relationship?



Identifying Warning Signs and 

Opportunities

Q3 How do you ensure that it is easy for 

employees to raise concerns, report 

occurrences, reveal human performance issues 

and suggest improvements?

How do you know your partners people are able 

to do these too and does this get to you?



Analysing the Significance of Warning 

Signs and Suggestions

Q4 How do you ensure that your organisation 

appropriately analyses its safety data?

Is relevant data from your partners considered?

Do you appropriately share data?



Analysing the Significance of Warning 

Signs and Suggestions

Q5 How deeply does your organisation consider 

what prevented ‘near-misses’ from becoming 

accidents?

Are relevant ‘near misses’ involving your 

partners considered too?

When they occur at an interface do you look at 

them jointly and constructively?



Analysing the Significance of Warning 

Signs and Suggestions

Q6 How can your organisation get more safety 

insight out of the corporate data it collects?

Can you get more insight by sharing data?

Do you make the most of the data you do get?

Do you jointly analyse the data with your 

partners?



Analysing the Significance of Warning 

Signs and Suggestions

Q7 How well do you monitor your top risks with 

Safety Performance Indicators (SPIs)?

Are you using data from your partners in your 

SPIs?

Do you benchmark your SPIs with your partners?

Do your SPIs give good early warning on issues 

with your partners?



Analysing the Significance of Warning 

Signs and Suggestions

Q8 How confident are you that your organisation 

has accurately identified your top risks?

How confident are you that your partners have 

accurately identified their top risks?

How do those affect you?



Taking Action: Learning, Improving and 

Leadership

Q9 How do you ensure learning and 

improvement is achieved across your 

organisation?

And does that learning and improvement happen 

with your partners too?

Are you truly collaborative on safety?

Or do you see that as sensitive IPR?



Taking Action: Learning, Improving and 

Leadership

Q10 How can you behave to clearly demonstrate 

you are an authentic safety leader who promotes 

trust in your organisation?

…and with your partners?

Do you encourage your partners to develop their 

safety leadership skills?



Conclusion

The RAeS HFG:E believe that reflecting on these 10 

questions will:

• Give insight on becoming better at listening and learning

• Enhance your safety performance. 

We recommend revisiting the 10 questions periodically 

on your journey to peak safety performance. 

It’s vital to remain constantly vigilant of the reality across 

your organisation and your partners.



Questions

andy.evans@aerossurance.com.
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